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ABSTRACT 
Fire is one of the symbols in nature in which had been more importance not only among 
Iranian but also between all nations in ancient world. Fire was one of the well-known 
dimensions of religious in Zoroaster religious. But it was explanation very bad. The beliefs 
and religious works on period after Zoroaster was Zoroastrian comp lately. Fire worship 
among Iranian was occurrence in Zoroaster age and age after it. In Zoroaster religious, the 
fire as divine gift and manifested the Ahura Mazda as his present had been respected and it 
originated of primarily environmental condition. The aim of created the fire temple was 
combat to idols worship and figure worship in ancient Iran. Using fire in buildings of fire 
temples as active element was created the worship feeling in idolatrous. In generally, there 
is two kind of Zoroastrianism in which they are heavenly fire (fivefold fire) and religion fire 
(third fold fire). This study has been written by library as analytic- descriptive method. 
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Importance of fire in Zarathustra: 

 The centrality of fire in Zarathustra religious is one of the well-known dimensions of religious. But it was 

explication very bad. Although it was belong to beliefs and ideas in periods before Zoroaster, but it was 

Zoroastrian completely. It is difficult in Iranian mythology in which we separated the old ideas from new ideas. 

Son of Ahura Mazda (fire) was the evidence of his present and symbol of his regulation. In Zoroaster religious, 

fir is holly as sun array shouldn’t shit to it and shouldn’t any infidel see it (Jon, Hinlez, 1377, P.47-48). Fire was 

important role in custom life of Iranian and Indies terrible before Zoroaster and besides the using of fire in 

home, it used for sacrifice to ejection the invoke. It was used to regenerative element for purgation.  (klavs, 

1383, P 123). Holly of fire was common among all old actions specially Iranians and it always was worshiped 

because the fire was friend of human and the fire had been compensation the warm of sun. (Taj bakhsh.1381,P 

348). The Zoroastrians believed that the items in cleric, heavenly could be there is in the world as material. They 

believed to creation the world and they believed this matter in which the heavenly and cleric world had 

observable and material from. In according to these believes, the fire was known as dreamy phenomena and 

heavenly world. In which it reposed in material world. In fact, Ahura Mazda was sent the fire as power and 

warm of the sun on the earth and in according to it, the blazes of fire on the top of the fire temple and worship 

place of virtuous was directed to sky. Their prayers was assess in against Ahura Mazda doorway by fire. 

Because the fire had been attended by Ahoura Mazda and it is a divine message. In fact it is sender of divine 

requests to Ahoura Mazda doorway. (Rahbar Niya, 1387, P 288). In most of religious customs of Zoroaster, the 

fire was presented. And its importance was caused to call the Zoroastrian as "worships fire" on the other hand. 

The Zarathustra’s and many researchers were believed that Zoroastrians religious wasn’t worships fire religious. 

They respected to the fire, not only for worship it but also it had more importance in their life. Geiran.J is one of 

the Zoroastrian priest in which he had written that "the Zoroastrian didn’t know the fire as God but also the 

Zoroastrians know the fire as the symbol of God for its shine. They didn’t (Esfahani, 1366, P 101). Zoroastrian 

called the Muslim's Iranian as worship’s fire and worship’s Azar. The fire was the special God or independence 

divinity among Zoroastrians. Using of the fire in religious tests is one of the religious function of fire in which 

passed the wanted by it. If the wanted was sinner, the fire was destroyed him/her. And if they were un sinner, 

they were saved. Azar is the nam of one of the God of mazdyasna. (The angel of Azar) in Avesta called the son 

of Ahura Mazda and they was to explained the great of him through this explanation. In sina, seventh notice was 

represented that "we worship Azar son of Ahura mazda, all kind of fire and holly Azar and son of Ahoura 

Mazda. (Amin,1326, P 286). A bout fire … we received few myths. One of these myth is conflict among fire 

and dragon for lord dignity in which this myth been in old song of zamyadyasht. Giant three nose’s dragon by 

image of destructive fancy , try to earned the lord dignity .so , the fire hurried up to earned it and saved the lord 
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dignity , but the dragon run and told abused and shouted that if the fire earned the lord dignity , she/he didn’t 

allowed to him that shined in the earth. When fire had been doubt and demur, the dragon hurried to earn the lord 

dignity. At this time the fire started to treated and warning dragon “three noses dragon should be returned, if you 

earned the lord dignity, I billowed to you and flamethrower in your mouth and you never walked in the earth.”( 

Hinlez , Jon ,1377,P49). In generally, there is two kind of fire in Zoroaster religion in which they are include of 

paradise fire (fivefold fire) and religion fire (third fold fire).  

 

Fivefold fire: 

1- Azari Barzi sungeh (big whistle long whistle), in generally it was referred to Bahram fire. This fire as one of 

the three fire in Zoroaster religion (Bahram fire, Azaran fire, Dadgah fire) could be called as regional fire. 

 

2- Hufarian fire: 

 Fire is virtual internal in which it was in which it was in humans body and all movements and jump of 

humans life referred to fire religion. 

 

3- Azar "uruazshit" (happy and generous): 

 The fire  in which existence in plants.(Rajabi, 1360, P 464) 

 

4- Azar "Vazshiteh" (more minner): 

 The fire of clouds and power fire is the fire in which Jumped from Teshiter staff and it destroyed the thirsty 

giant. 

 

5- Azar sepanisht: (more holly): 

 This fire is fire of heaven in which it lighted against Ahura Mazda in perpetual paradise (Zadsperm, 1366, 

P. 31, 32) 

 

Third fold fire: 

1- Dadgah fire:  

 This fire is the simplest fire; in fact it called the kind of home fire as holly fire. 

 In which it warmed the buildings and homes. 

 The purification of this fire should be done by but people could serve to it at home. 

 In Pahlavi   sources refer to Dadgah fire as a dragon. (Razi, 1383, p 189). 

 

2- Azaran fire (Adaran fire): 

 This fire was possessed from local or regional social situation. And it was followed regal religion customs 

the Azorean fire is the fire of   cities and villages. The custom of " throned" had low importance against Bahram 

fire. This fire was light and bright continually and it was lighted in religious customs. 

 The Azaran fire was made from four fires, it was symbol of uninfected four social groups of priests, civil, 

teachers and farmers and workers. (Afifi, 1374, p- 409) 

 

3- Bahram fire (Varharan, varheram): 

 Bahram in avesta was Called Versaghan and in Pahlavi   called Heram. And it means victory the providing 

of Bahram fire was continued one year and it was comprised from thirteen kind of fire.  

 Bahram fire was brighten and lighted in during the circadian and its worship by special customs after this 

fire was provided, it was carried to fire temple and put it in special pace in fire place. In fire place only priest 

could near to the fire and other priests were avoided of close to the fire (Arab Golpaigani, 1388, P. 193). 

 

Conclusion: 

 In all ancient civilization, fire was a special phenomenon and it was respected as divine gift and they were 

respected to fire. But this element in special period of history has been more development. In according to this 

reason, the fire is the center of custom in Mazdyasna ideas. Because of incorrect conclusion of manner of 

Zoroaster follows to fire, they called "fires worship". While the Zoroastrians wasn’t fire worship but also they 

were fire worship and the meaning of worship was "stay beside fire". 

 Although of achieved to fire as another phenomena, this act wasn’t easy, thus people should be paid to its 

protect. And this protected cause to memory of it as "holly element" and it was motivated people to protect the 

fire. The role of fire in social life of people had more importance in which it was related to dependence science 

knowledge beside fire temple. Every person during the day was prayed beside the fire. Even in judgments, in 

which judgments didn’t do the works, fire was used as lord arbiter. 
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